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Agenda

• Introduzione powerapps

• Introduzione integrazione con teams

• Creazione id un'app in tempo reale

• Integrazione in un canale di teams

• Esempi e best practices



Build incredible apps quickly

with PowerApps
Go from data to insights in minutes 

with Power BI

Dynamics 365 Office 365 Azure Your business apps & data

Democratize Business Process Management 

with Power Automate

Microsoft Power Platform - Analyse. Act. Automate.
One low-code platform that spans Office 365, Azure, Dynamics 365, and standalone applications – both cloud and on-premises

Common
Data Service

Data
connectors

AI Builder

Intelligent virtual agents 

with Power Virtual Agents

Portals



Advanced 
LOB apps

Mission critical 
LOB apps

Horizontal, 
end-to-end apps

Embedded
forms

High productivity app development “without cliffs”

C I T I Z E N  D E V E L O P E R S P R O F E S S I O N A L  D E V E L O P E R S

Simple 
LOB apps





Model-driven apps leverage your data 
model, relationships, and business 
processes to automatically generate 
immersive, responsive applications

Canvas apps start with user 
experience, with pixel-perfect control 
to build highly customized task- and 
role-based apps that mash up data 
from 200+ sources 





PowerApps Portals: multi-channel engagement
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Microsoft Teams
is the hub for teamwork in 
Microsoft 365

Chats

Meetings

Calls

Files

Apps and workflows



Productivity apps

Low-code dev 

and automation

Support 

and info

Processes and 

custom apps
Departmental 

tools
Employee 

resources

Processes and 

workflow

Integrated apps, processes automation, and business intelligence

Microsoft Teams

Teams is a platform for your apps and workflows



Power BI

Seamlessly connect and transform data into accessible 
visualizations, to make decisions quickly and confidently

Power Apps

Easily create custom apps to modernize processes to meet your 
needs with your data, enhancing efficiency and collaboration

Power Automate

Quickly automate intelligent, data-powered workflows, from simple 
tasks to radical transformations, improving agility and productivity

Low-code dev & automation: Teams + Power Platform



Secure identities to 
reach zero trust

Strengthen 

your security posture 

with insights and 

guidance

Help stop 

damaging attacks 

with integrated and 

automated security

Protect sensitive 

information 

anywhere it lives

Threat

Protection

Identity & Access 

Management

Information 

Protection 

Security 

Management

The Power Platform in Teams is protected by Microsoft 365 security

Holistic security across your digital landscape

* Requires a Microsoft 365 license or separate security licenses, features vary by license type



• Bring everything together into a shared workspace

• Ready access to apps, data, and share processes

• Take action faster through conversations

Power Platform

Teams with

Microsoft helps you do more, be agile, and stay focused

Teams
Hub for 

teamwork

Power BI
Business 
analytics

Power Apps
Application 

development

Power Automate
Workflow

automation

• Seamlessly connect your data for quick and easy analysis 

• Convert insights into action with custom apps

• Automate timely and intelligent business processes



Transform workplace 
collaboration

Streamline business
processes

Connect everyone on 

a single platform

What can Teams do for 
your business 

Provide enterprise grade 
security & compliance



Routine tasks limit our time to 
create and innovate

61%
Employees spend 61% of their time on routine tasks¹

20%
20% of a CEO’s working time could be automated today²

Mental switching costs cripple 
our focus

23 minutes
It takes ~23 minutes to regain productivity after an interruption³

3 minutes
Workers switch tasks on average every 3 minutes³

¹ McKinsey Global Institute, “The social economy: Unlocking value and productivity through social technologies,” July 2012

² McKinsey Global Institute, “Four fundamentals of workplace automation,” November 2015

³ UC Irvine study, “The Cost of Interrupted Work: More Speed and Stress,” June 2015



Streamline business
processes

Teams is for every worker 
– from CEO to the firstline

Transform workplace 
collaboration

What a hub for teamwork means for you



Seamless integrations for the Microsoft and partner apps

Native integration with the Office 365 apps that you 
use for your productivity

Outlook appointments and meetings pulled into 
your Teams calendar

Hundreds of partner apps available in the app store

Endless integration possibilities for the custom apps 
you already have built



Create solutions with shared data and files in SharePoint

Gather and collaborate on 
30 million items

pictures, people, 
URLs and locations

custom 
formatting, custom forms dashboards

Import data from and export to Excel 

item-level security 
enterprise-grade compliance 



Automate routine tasks with Microsoft Power Automate

Automate existing business processes 

300+ cloud and on-premises

prebuilt templates 

advanced scenarios 

* Some features vary by license type



Build custom apps with PowerApps

apps for PC and mobile for use 

within a Teams channel

Share the apps you create with your organization to 
use in Teams

Connect to business data



Uncover insights with Power BI

beautiful and insightful 
visualizations

tab in Teams' channel
custom dashboards

insights during meetings

create reports 

AI to get insights faster 



Collect information with Microsoft Forms

web parts and 
chatbot integration

Collect data 

question branching 
and file uploads

SharePoint lists 

polls, quizzes, and surveys 

Share forms



Threat

Protection

Information 

Protection

Security 

Management

Optimize with 

security insights and 

configuration tools

Correlate threat 

information and 

automatically respond

Data is your most 

important company 

asset

Identity & Access 

Management

Microsoft 365 Security



Secure identities to 
reach zero trust

Strengthen 

your security posture 

with insights and 

guidance

Help stop 

damaging attacks 

with integrated and 

automated security

Protect sensitive 

information 

anywhere it lives

Threat

Protection

Identity & Access 

Management

Information 

Protection 

Security 

Management

Intelligent security for the modern workplace 

Microsoft 365 unifies enterprise security and user productivity

Holistic security across your digital landscape



Microsoft 365 + Power Platform
Streamline business processes with integrated apps and workflows in your hub for teamwork

Microsoft Teams

Microsoft Power Automate

PowerApps

Power BI

SharePoint, Microsoft Forms, Excel

Microsoft 365



Imagine a world where you can…

Access the partner apps you already 

use and love

Integrate business processes and Line 

of Business apps

Automate routine tasks

Communicate and collaborate

All in a single hub 

Meetings

Chat

Calling

Files

To-do lists

Email

Dashboards



66% 90%67% 69%

Organizations are under pressure

66% of IT budgets are 

spent maintaining 

legacy systems¹

Up to 90% of costs can 

be cut by digitizing 

information-

intensive processes³

69% of orgs believe 

low-code development 

can accelerate digital 

transformation⁴

67% of CIOs and tech 

leaders say IT skills 

shortages are preventing 

them from keeping up with 

the pace of change²

Rapid changes from digital disruption are requiring organizations to adapt and get agile

¹ Eric Garton, Harvard Business Review, “Is Your Company Actually Set Up to Support Your Strategy?,” November 22, 2017
2 Harvey Hash / KPM CIO Survey 2019
3 Shahar Markovitch and Paul Willmott, McKinsey digital, “Accelerating the digitization of business processes,” May, 2014
4 Dresner Advisory Services, “The State of Business Intelligence,” 2018



Demo



Thanks


